ARKOPHARMA LABORATORIES
EMPOWERING THE SALES FORCE TO
OPTIMIZE CUSTOMER SERVICE
QUICK FACTS
Industry
Life sciences – pharmaceutical
companies
Revenue
€177.6 million
Employees
1,202
Headquarters
Carros, France
Web Site
www.arkopharma.com
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® Customer Relationship Management application; SAP Mobile Sales
application, including the online version
for handheld devices; SAP ERP application; SAP BusinessObjects™ business
intelligence (BI) solutions
Implementation Partner
ORBIS

To streamline its sales processes and
optimize the productivity of its sales
teams, Arkopharma Laboratories
adopted the SAP® Customer Relationship Management application.
This application, implemented in a
phased rollout covering 220 employees, has enabled Arkopharma to
realize substantial time and cost savings. Arkopharma’s better-equipped
sales teams have become more
efficient, while increased sales reflect improved customer satisfaction.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Life Sciences – Pharmaceutical Companies

Key Challenges
• Optimize quality of customer service
• Increase productivity of sales teams
• Improve image of sales teams and
company
• Reduce administrative burden on sales
teams
• Enable sales teams to target efforts for
both retailers and end consumers

Why SAP Was Selected
• Best cost-benefit ratio
• Rich functionality
• Technological innovation
• Robust and stable applications
• Optimization of total cost of ownership

Implementation Best Practices
• Project management by the Arkopharma
Center of Expertise for SAP® Solutions
• Collaborative definition of required functionality by business and IT departments
• Strong motivation and involvement of lines
of business
• Very strong collaboration between SAP
and Arkopharma
• Definition of rollout plan by sales management and top management
• Step-by-step solution deployment and
scope extensions based on achieved
successes

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Optimized investment and training on SAP
applications – SAP ERP application, SAP
Customer Relationship Management (SAP
CRM) application, SAP BusinessObjects™
solutions
• Enabled progressive, lasting change management with high-performance and scalable system
• Supported SAP CRM with highly costeffective Microsoft Windows technology
• Reduced IT operating costs – particularly
maintenance costs

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Expedited and streamlined order entry
processes
• Enhanced ability to react faster to business
needs using real-time information
• Complete visibility for regional directors
into the activities and performance of their
sales representatives
• Better understanding of company’s
customers

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator
Sales team
productivity

Impact

+0.5 orders per
week, per representative

Point-of-sale
advertising costs
Savings on returns
of expired products
Processing time at
headquarters of expenses,
weekly activity reports, field
communications, and
expired-product returns

-2%
1% of sales
-30% to -40%

“Our CRM solution lets us harmonize and streamline our processes, so we no
longer have to reenter activity reports or expense claims. Line managers receive
real-time information and can react quickly with their teams.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Virginie Baesberg, CRM Project Manager, Arkopharma Laboratories

For more than 25 years, France-based
pharmaceutical company Arkopharma
Laboratories has been specializing in
herbal and natural medicines. To manage
sales operations at Arkopharma, the
network of 220 sales representatives
and marketing personnel relied on
10-year-old ordering software that had
limited functionality and little scalability.
Because the system used the representatives’ telephone lines, it slowed down
the exchange of information, which had
disastrous repercussions on order taking.
The sales team also lacked information
needed for order tracking and analysis.
At the same time, another significant
challenge confronted sales representatives: a large product catalog reflecting
the company’s complex markets. In
addition, the sales team spent precious
time dealing with expenses instead of
sales, which negatively affected both
productivity and customer satisfaction.

Improving Sales Processes
Across the Board
In response to repeated requests from
the sales team, the company decided to
replace the old system with a customer
relationship management (CRM) solution. After an evaluation process during
which Arkopharma compared the functional, technical, cost, and change
management aspects of four solutions,
the SAP® Customer Relationship Management (SAP CRM) application
appeared to best meet the company’s
needs. “What stood out was the
solution’s native integration; that
was an important factor in our decision,” acknowledges Alain Giraud,
Arkopharma’s CIO.

With the help of ORBIS, an SAP partner,
the company implemented the software
using ASAP methodology. The rollout
was staged over six months to minimize
business impact. The SAP Mobile
Sales application was installed on some
150 workstations, while 70 employees
were given access to the online version
for handheld devices.
Implementing the solution improved sales
processes across the board. Better management of various product groups has
expedited and streamlined order entry,
while standardized activity reports enable
better tracking of specific sales. By
harmonizing expense processing and
automating transmission to the HR
department for payment, Arkopharma
eliminates duplicate data entry. “Our
CRM solution lets us harmonize and
streamline our processes, so we no longer have to reenter activity reports or
expenses claims. Line managers receive
real-time information and can react quickly
with their teams,” emphasizes Virginie
Baesberg, CRM project manager at
Arkopharma. Regional directors benefit
from complete visibility into the activities
and performance of their sales representatives. Marketing can access each
customer’s order history and see who
was visited at the company and when the
contact occurred.

Efficient Sales Teams and Satisfied
Customers
In addition to increased sales productivity
and savings in point-of-sale advertising and
returns of expired products, Arkopharma
has seen an improvement in customer
understanding and tracking that, in turn,
has resulted in increased customer
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satisfaction. Communication between
headquarters and the field flows more
easily, and business processes are
more transparent. Sales and marketing
activities are more sharply focused, and
customers have a better image of the
Arkopharma brand and the company’s
sales representatives.
“Integrating SAP CRM data in business
intelligence solutions from SAP has
made a great deal of information and
many reports available to our employees.
This has generated immediate user satisfaction among our staff,” concludes
Olivier Gay, BI project leader at
Arkopharma. “In addition, the speedy
analysis of CRM data is contributing to
the project’s goal of continually improving
our customer relationship management.”

